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Omnia Appliances as Network Sensor 

The Cubro Omnia appliances and smart nic's are the perfect gear for acting as Network Sensor.  Cubro offers appliances 
from Gigabit to Terabit performance.

 

We are providing two types of metadata out Flow (IPFIX)  and Non-Flow based.(Cubro Time Window XDR) 

● Flow based is IPFIX enriched with a Layer 7 application based on DPI. 
● The other option is our Cubro developed time window based XDR also with Layer 7 application based on DPI.

  

The difference is, flow IPFIX based fully compatible with all flow collectors on the market.  But It produces a lot of 
metadata, which drives the collector's cost.  Typical, 3% of raw input is the IPFIX output. 

The Cubro Time Window based XDR has a factor of ten or more reduced metadata streams with the same quality 
output. So, the Cubro approach saves cost on the collector and data lake. 
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Netflow IPFIX
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IPFIX DPI enriched exporter 
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Flow-based monitoring is a common way to monitor networks for 
performance and security purposes. Network elements typically 
produce these flows, but there are considerations:

● Network element producing flows is inefficient due to 
performance limitations. 

● Network elements lack the ability to provide DPI 
information. 

○ This is increasingly important as traffic may be 
running on non-standard ports and the traffic may be 
encrypted. 

For these reasons, external tools like the Cubro Omnia Platform 
become extremely useful.  

DPI enriched IPFIX Metadata exports provide superior information to SEC 
and DevOps teams, offering greater intelligence for decision-making and 
network maintenance / planning.

Cubro provides the Netflow / IPFIX exporter only, the collector can be any 
platform selected by, or already owned by, the customer. There are many 
Commercial and Open-Source collector products on the market.  
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The Cubro DPI solution makes the difference 
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Deep packet inspection (DPI) and IP flow monitoring are frequently used network monitoring approaches. Although 
DPI provides application visibility, detailed examination of every packet is computationally intensive. IP flow 
monitoring achieves high performance by processing only packet headers, however, it fundamentally provides less 
detail about the traffic itself. 

Application-aware flow monitoring is proposed to combine DPI accuracy and IP flow monitoring performance. 

IPFIX                                                IPFIX with DPI

DPI can look into the HTTPS streams



Time window based 
XDR
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Time window-based Monitoring (1/2)

As described in the previous slides, there are several disadvantages to performing 
flow-based computation, mainly due to a lack of resources (CPU, memory, storage).

Aggregating metadata time window based solves most of these problems and allows a 
much higher computation throughput without losing any important metadata 
attributes.

The significant metadata cannot be extracted from single flows, as they mainly contain 
data from a technical perspective. The significant information is, for example, based on 
a device or user within the network. Which traffic is generated from a specific device, 
which services are used by a specific device and to what extent, how much traffic is 
generated by a user over time, which servers are involved, etc.
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Time window-based Monitoring (2/2)

The time window-based approach focuses on this significant data.
The key is collecting Metadata for uploads, downloads, and internal traffic as well 
as DPI information from a device/user perspective over time. Extracting the 
essential information out of big data streams with the benefit of not wasting 
resources and storage for absolutely meaningless information (contained within 
single flows) is the important point.
The time window-based approach allows many essential views of the data:

○ Service perspective: For every Service the amount of traffic, how often it is used over time, how 
much traffic is uploaded or downloaded, etc.

○ Client/Device perspective: For every Client (user) the usage of the network by upload and 
download, which services and locations are used, how often they are used over time.

○ Server perspective: ...
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Web 
client 

The difference!  (Single Flow to Session Flow aggregation)

For each 5 tuple connection, one flow is produced;
a lot of these flows cannot be detected as Amazon related because the 
external domain cannot be resolved.

After producing the flow, it is forwarded to the Flow Cache  
A Flow Cache can contain hundreds of thousands of entries, and in 
some cases, into the Millions of entries. (this costs memory resources)

When the flows expire, they're exported off to the Netflow Collector, 
which will constantly analyze and archive the flows for future 
reference.  

. . . 

Web 
client 

For each client, there is a bucket for each application, if needed,
 and we collect/count all packets for a certain time window 
(configurable) when the window is closed an XDR is 
produced/enriched and sent out. The advantage is, the traffic is 
reduced on most far point to avoid constraints on the workflow along 
to the DB.
  

                  Time window based                              vs                                                    Flow based 
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The difference 
               Time window based                              vs                                                    Flow based 

● Because we aren't concerned about sessions, (TCP 
handshake) perpetually open sessions are not an issue. 

● Irregularly terminated/established sessions are also not an 
issue.

● The configurable time window offers the option to balance 
between performance constraints and granularity of the 
output.

● 0.1% - 0.5% of the input traffic is the size of the resulting 
metadata stream (configurable)  

● Because the flow-based solution cares about sessions, (TCP 
handshake) perpetually open sessions are an issue. 
Typically, a flow probe has a limitation in terms of number of 
flows (FPS) not bandwidth  

● Irregularly terminated/established sessions are also an issue 
because an irregularly terminated session stays open until 
the timeout and consumes unnecessary resources.

A session where the initial handshake is not seen for any 
reason will not be detected. For IoT especially, this could be 
an issue because such devices talk very rarely; it could be 
days until a session is detected again. 

● 2% - 3% of the input traffic is the size of the resulting 
metadata stream (see page 33 for performance figures) 

For both solutions, there are pros and cons but with the dramatic growth of traffic, a  time window-based 
solution is much more efficient and saves Capex and Opex costs. 



Hardware Appliance
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Omnia10

Omnia20

Omnia120
      

                   CPU and Switch Omnia models overview
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Omnia200

Omnia400

Omnic       

     CPU only Omnia models overview
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Cubro Smart NIC
The implementation of high layer software on X86 server is becoming more and more complex. The 
performance of network service subsystem is a key factor to simplify application development and 
deployment. 

Cubro i-NIC helps application software to offload network related processing from server CPU to a dedicated 
SoC, so that the application system can be accelerated with too much modification on existing software.

● 4 x 10/25 Gbit SFP+
● 2 x 100 Gbit QSFP 
● 24 core ARM CPU 
● 64 GB Memory
● 16 lane PCI connection (v4)
● Works also as a stand alone

 4 x 10/ 25 Gbit/s Interface 2 x 100 Gbit/s Interface
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IPFIX and DPI Omnia NIC 

Application 

           Server

DPI/IPFIX
Metadata 
processing

DPI enriched IPFIX Metadata 

The Omnia Smart NIC provides DPI enriched IPFIX Metadata, this information is forwarded
via a virtual NIC interface to any application running on this server, virtual or non-virtual.

This offloads the server by generating the flows and provides higher performance to the application.   

4 x 10/25 Gbit interfaces

15
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Example application for Omnia10 & 20 

Omnia device installed at the 
WAN uplink to monitor and 
protect the network.

Depending on the chosen 
software, many applications are 
possible. 

● DDoS Detection
● DPI
● Packet Capture
● APM
● Security Monitoring
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Typical application with Omnia10 & 20
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Collector Probe

Live traffic up to 4 segments  (inline)

IPFIX & DPI metadata
The collector is an x86-based server 
appliance with software that can 
present the received metadata.

Cubro does not offer collector 
software of our own, we work with 
many vendors to give the customer 
the flavor they like most. 

There are many collectors on the 
market, both commercial and open 
source.

One combined 19”  1u tray 
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Typical application of Omnia120 platform 
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Omnia120 connected to all relevant 
links in the network to  monitor and 
protect the network.

Depending on the chosen software, 
many applications are possible. 

● DDoS Detection
● DPI
● Packet Capture
● APM
● Security Monitoring
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Dual use case of Omnia120 platform 
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Omnia120 can perform multiple tasks at 
the same time.  

Advanced NPB  &  Cubro Custos Threat 
detection application based on the Cubro 
DPI engine.

Benefits:

● Reduce tool costs
● Minimize complexity

 

 

Raw Output to different tools 

           CPU 1 
advanced packet brokering

      CPU 2
metadata extraction

Metadata  output 

to different tools 



Multi Site / Multi Segment  
Monitoring with Omnia
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Omnia120 for Multi site application full concept 

metadata to central site
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Omnia120 for Multi site application full concept 

Metadata from 

Omnia120

● Real time consolidation of *flow data without losing a single record: bytes and packets are summed
up by source IP/destination IP/protocol/ports and reported every 30 sec (configurable consolidation
period). This enables customers to store and index only a fraction of volume and at the same time
gain all benefits of flow information without losing the accuracy

● Deduplication (optional) if customers collect *flows from many firewalls, routers, and switches, NFO
could be configured to report *flows from authoritative devices only

● Unified format all flows regardless of the type (NFv5, NFv9, IPFIX, sFlow …) are converted into the
same syslog or JSON format. This simplifies searches and correlation of *flow data with other
machine data

● sFlow and sampled NetFlow processing factors sampling rates, passes extrapolated usage. Other
solutions only pass the raw data

● Extends flow data with flexible SNMP Polling and SNMP Traps support
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Multi-Site IPFIX with Omnia120 path analyze option 
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● Enables actionable virtual and physical network monitoring :
 VM VM, VM physical host, VM VM over VXLAN

● Identifies VMs affected by physical network outages

● Visualizes virtual and physical network data path

● Determines network devices and interfaces health 
and failure risk:  physical and virtual switches, routers, 
VM hosts, access, uplink and VTEP ports, firewalls, 
load balancers, etc
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Typical multi-site application
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The combination of small and large units offers a 
price-competitive solution to every customer.

This solution provides an end-to-end network 
overview across multiple sites.  
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Multi-Site End-to-End correlation solution
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Each site has an Omnia device 
that collects raw traffic and 
converts it to IPFIX flows. 

The flows are sent to the 
correlation engine. There the 
information is correlated and 
can be used to provide an 
end-to-end view of the 
network.
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Multi-Site End-to-End correlation solution
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Each site has an Omnia device 
that collects raw traffic and 
converts it to IPFIX flows. 

The flows are sent to the 
correlation engine. There the 
information is correlated and 
can be used to provide an 
end-to-end view of the 
network.
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Network Path detection 
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Terabit Metadata 
extraction application
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Smart NIC in Server 5 UI and 320 Gbit DPI performance

Cubro session aware 
Load balancer

40 Gbit Metadata extraction per NIC card
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Super Server internal function 
Raw packet input up to 40 Gbit per Smart NIC

Enrichment data input 
from different sources 

Enrichment data input 
from different sources 

Enrichment metadata output different outputs 

Enrichment and data 
processing on the Intel CPUs
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System Schema   

31



Figures
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Performance figures (single use case estimations,  can differ by traffic type and other external factors)
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Product IPFIX IPFIX/DPI Cubro XDR with DPI Capture

Omnia 10 2 Gbps Up to 2 TB  /
2,5 Gbps performance

Omnia 20 4 - 5 Gbps Up to 2 TB   /
2,5 Gbps performance

Omnia 120 35 - 40 Gbps Up to 6 TB   /
8 - 10  Gbps performance

Omnia 200 60 Gbps Up to 16 TB   /
10 - 15  Gbps performance

Omnia 400 120 Gbps (60 per CPU) Up to 16 TB
10 - 15  Gbps performance

Omnic 40 Gbps No capture on Nic, but endless on 
the server via PCI

Omnic NG 80 Gbps No capture on Nic, but endless on 
the server via PCI
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Raw packet storage calculation
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Bandwidth in Gbit/s 1 5 10 30 60 90 retention time in day's

0,1 2 6 11 33 65 98

0,5 6 27 54 162 324 468

1 11 54 108 324 648 972

5 54 270 540 1.620 3.240 4.860

10 108 540 1.080 3.240 6.480 9.720

50 540 2.700 5.400 16.200 32.400 48.600

100 1.080 5.400 10.800 32.400 64.800 97.200 in TB storage

Bandwidth in Gbit/s 1 3 6 12 24 retention time in hours

0,1 0,08 0,25 0,5 1 2

0,5 0,25 0,75 1,5 3 6

1 0,46 1,375 2,75 5,5 11

5 2,25 6,75 13,5 27 54

10 4,50 13,5 27 54 108

50 22,50 67,5 135 270 540

100 45,00 135 270 540 1.080 in TB storage

1024 TB = 1 PB Petabyte

Such a 42 Rack can support 
3600 TB = 3,54 PB

432 x 8 TB HDD

2x 50A 208 3-Phase 
Metered PDU

Cost 600 - 890 k Euro 
depending on CPU ram and 
HDD type
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IPFIX metadata storage calculation
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Bandwidth in Gbit/s 1 5 10 30 60 90 retention time in day's

0,1 0,06 0,18 0,33 0,99 1,95 2,94

0,5 0,18 0,81 1,62 4,86 9,72 14,04

1 0,33 1,62 3,24 9,72 19,44 29,16

5 1,62 8,10 16,20 48,60 97,20 145,80

10 3,24 16,20 32,40 97,20 194,40 291,60

50 16,20 81,00 162,00 486,00 972,00 1.458,00

100 32,40 162,00 324,00 972,00 1.944,00 2.916,00 in TB storage

This table shows that even IPFIX produce too much traffic to store it for longer periods. The biggest impact on the storage volume 
is not the bandwidth, it is the number of sessions which drives the storage volume. With the invention of WEB 2.0 the number of 
sessions per application grow dramatically. Every Internet user can produce easy 100 session (flows per minute)

This is the reason why Cubro goes another approach first Flow to Session aggregation, and then Site and Time aggregation       
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Cubro aggregated XDR volume calculation
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UP Input CDR/sec CDR/H Volume JSON/H Mbyte Volume Binary/H Mbyte Volume JSON/H Gbyte Volume Binary/H Gbyte

25 Mbit 1,70 6.200 25 3

100 Mbit 6,80 24.800 100 12

250 Mbit 17 62.000 250 30

500 Mbit 34 124.000 500 60
1 Gbit 68 248.000 1.000 120 1 0,12
10 Gbit 680 2.480.000 10.000 1.200 10 1
25 Gbit 1.700 6.200.000 25.000 3.000 25 3
50 Gbit 3.400 12.400.000 50.000 6.000 50 6
100 Gbit 6.800 24.800.000 100.000 12.000 100 12
500 Gbit 34.000 124.000.000 500.000 60.000 500 60
1 Tbit 68.000 248.000.000 1.000.000 120.000 1.000 120

User plan Data  (This data is based on the real output from a European Mobil SP)



The output options
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Cubro Metadata Broker 

The Cubro Metadata Broker is a server based application available on Intel or ARM which receives the UDP streams from the DPI producers 
and performs several actions to generate an output stream which fulfills the customers requests.  

● Data Enrichment from other sources
● Data Aggregation
● Time Aggregation
● Output Formation

The prefered output format is Google Protocol Buffers because it is a very efficient format. (see next page)  

This format is supported by and modern programming language and is a very efficient way to serialize and deserialize data. 

 

DPI producers Input 
(user data)

Enrichment Inputs:
This inputs can com from different sources signaling 
interfaces of the mobile network, or and other 
management related sources 

Protocol Buffers output 
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Protocol Buffers as Output 

Google developed Protocol Buffers for use in their internal services. It is a binary encoding format that allows you to specify a schema for your data 
using a specification language.

Protocol Buffers offers several compelling advantages over JSON or YAML for sending data over the wire between internal services. While not a 
wholesale replacement for JSON, especially for services which are directly consumed by a web browser, Protocol Buffers offers very real 
advantages not only in the ways outlined above, but also typically, in terms of speed of encoding and decoding, size of the data on the wire, and 
more.

Confluent just updated their Kafka streaming platform with additional support for serializing data with Protocol buffers (or protobuf) and JSON 
Schema serialization. This makes integration much less difficult.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers

Protocol Buffers is 
supported by all Big 
Data platforms 

https://www.confluent.io/blog/confluent-platform-now-supports-protobuf-json-schema-custom-formats/
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
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Proto Buffer Cubro XDR output schema and Jason 
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syntax = "proto3";

package com.messages.merlin;

option java_package = 
"com.merlin.lib.pp.common.api.tw.protobuf";
option java_multiple_files = true;
option java_outer_classname = "Merlin";
option optimize_for = SPEED;

message TimeWindow {
  int64 timestamp = 1;
  int64 bps = 2;
  int64 incomingPkts = 3;
  int64 outgoingPkts = 4;
  int64 internalPkts = 5;
  int64 incomingBytes = 6;
  int64 outgoingBytes = 7;
  int64 internalBytes = 8;
  int32 connections = 9;
  repeated ServiceData services = 10;
  repeated ClientData clients = 11;
  repeated IpData servers = 12;
  repeated TypeBytesData l3 = 13;
  repeated TypeBytesData l4 = 14;
  repeated PortData ports = 15;
  repeated DnsData domains = 16;
}

message ServiceData {
  ServiceEntry service = 1;
  int64 incomingPkts = 2;
  int64 outgoingPkts = 3;
  int64 internalPkts = 4;
  int64 incomingBytes = 5;
  int64 outgoingBytes = 6;
  int64 internalBytes = 7;
  repeated IpData clients = 8;
  repeated IpData servers = 9;
}

message ClientData {
  IpData ip = 1;
  repeated ServiceEntry services = 2;
  repeated IpData servers = 3;
}

message PortData {
  TypeBytesData port = 1;
  repeated IpData clients = 2;
}

/* represents a generic entry for an IP, bytes (volume), and geo location information */
message IpData {
   IpEntry ip = 1;
   int64 incomingPkts = 2;
   int64 outgoingPkts = 3;
   int64 internalPkts = 4;
   int64 incomingBytes = 5;
   int64 outgoingBytes = 6;
   int64 internalBytes = 7;
   GeoData geo = 8;
   oneof oneof_mac {
     bytes mac = 9;
  }

}

message ServiceEntry {
  string name = 1;
  oneof oneof_hash {
    int64 hash = 2;
  }
}

/* represents a generic entry for IPv4 or IPv6 Address */
message IpEntry {
  oneof oneof_ip {
    int32 ip4 = 1;
    bytes ip6 = 2;
  }
}

message GeoData {
  float lon = 1;
  float lat = 2;
}

/* represents a generic entry for some type and bytes mapping */
message TypeBytesData {
   int32 type = 1;
   int64 incomingPkts = 2;
   int64 outgoingPkts = 3;
   int64 internalPkts = 4;
   int64 incomingBytes = 5;
   int64 outgoingBytes = 6;
   int64 internalBytes = 7;
}

message DnsData {
  string name = 1;
  repeated IpData clients = 2;
  repeated IpData servers = 3;
}
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IPFIX output from Custos
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Signaling Probe output
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NAS 5GMM                                                         NAS 5GSM                                                         N2 Handover
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Signaling Probe output
N11 Signaling                                                 GTP                                                   GTPV2
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